DUMFRIES 

Old Bridge House Museum
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The Old Bridge House stands on the south side of Dumfries' Devorgilla Bridge or Old Bridge, at its western end, and the first impression is that it actually forms part of the same structure. This is an illusion as the house was built some decades after the bridge. Today the Old Bridge House is one of the many museums that enliven a visit to Dumfries.

Old Bridge House was built in 1660 by a barrel maker called James Birkmyre. Planning laws at the time were not as rigorous as they have since become. Nonetheless the town council became so worried that Birkmyre's new house was in danger of blocking traffic across the bridge, at the time the main link between Galloway and the rest of Scotland, that they stepped in to demand that the front of the house should not project forward of the line of the bridge parapet. If you look at this end of the bridge today, it is questionable whether they were completely successful. The council also stopped Birkmyre running wagons heavily laden with wood destined for the construction of the house across the bridge.

There is a suggestion that two decades later the Old Bridge House was what was referred to as "The House at Bridgend" which was used for gatherings of Covenanters, persecuted by the government for their Presbyterian beliefs. This may be so, but as meeting places go, there must have been many more discreet possibilities available in the area at the time.
The house served as an inn through most of the 1700s and into the 1800s, and would probably have been visited by Robert Burns in his role as an exciseman. Maxwelltown, the area at this end of the bridge, had an exceptionally poor reputation the time, and it seems unlikely that as the town's exciseman Burns would have numbered this among the inns he frequented on a social basis.

During the 1800s the Old Bridge House became a family home, and then in the 1950s it was converted into two flats, one upstairs and one downstairs. It was only when the house was being converted into a museum in 1959 that the staircase was rediscovered behind panels and the house became a single unit again.

The rear of the house, facing away from the bridge, is two storeys high, while there appears to be just one storey when viewed from the bridge. The large stones at the front corners of the house were intended to protect it from being struck by the wheels of the grain wagons that once crossed the bridge en route to and from the town's mills.

Internally the house is divided into a number of rooms on two floors, each of which is home to a range of exhibits and artefacts representing a particular theme and a particular time period. There are three rooms upstairs. One contains household furnishings from the 1500s to the 1700s, including chairs once owned by Robert Grierson of Lag. It is ironic given the house's possible covenanting links in the 1680s that he was known as a merciless persecutor of Covenanters. This room is also home to a superb fireplace from Elschieshiels, a tower house near Lockerbie. Another room on this floor is fitted as a kitchen from around 1910. The third room has fixtures and fittings provided by a local family of dentists, including a cabinet full of teeth.

One of the downstairs rooms is also a kitchen, this time from the 1850s. A second is a bedroom from the 1870s and includes a brass and iron bed and a swinging cradle. Hanging from the head of the bed are suits of children's clothes, including a court dress for a boy prepared for the visit by Princess Louise to open Lockerbie Town Hall in 1872. The final room on the lower floor is the childhood room. This is home to many games, books, dolls and toys from the 1800s. On the table in the centre of the room is a stereoscope, used to view three dimensional images.

Devorgillia Bridge

The Bridge Seen from the East End
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One of the oldest standing bridges in Scotland crosses the River Nith in Dumfries. Devorgilla Bridge is also sometimes known as Devorgilla's Bridge or the Old Bridge and is named after Devorgilla, Lady of Galloway, the mother of King John Balliol.

All the land to the west of the River Nith traditionally formed part of Galloway, which only truly became part of Scotland during Alexander II's reign in the 1230s. Dumfries was therefore a frontier town for much of its early history and had grown up on the east side of a ford that provided the lowest crossing point of the River Nith. By 1186 the town was sufficiently well established to be made a Royal Burgh.

According to some sources the first bridge was built across the River Nith at Dumfries during the 1260s by Devorgilla, Lady of Galloway. No trace of this bridge has ever been found, and if it existed at all it seems very likely that it was made of wood.

There is rather more evidence for the immediate predecessor of the bridge you see today. Construction began on a stone bridge in about 1430, and a papal indulgence of 1432 recorded the Pope's approval for a call for subscribers to pay for the completion of the bridge. This bridge survived for a little under two centuries before being partially destroyed in a major flood in 1620 or 1621. Once more accounts differ, but it seems that the east half of the bridge was swept away and what was left might well have been severely damaged.

Work soon began on what amounted to either major repairs of what was left of the earlier bridge or its complete rebuilding from scratch. The result was a nine arch bridge which spanned a distance of over 200ft. There is a stone on the north side of the bridge carrying an inscribed date of 1610, but this appears to have been inserted in the late 1800s after being taken from a derelict house, and as a result is completely misleading about the date of the bridge itself.

Devorgilla Bridge is made of the same red stone which is found in so many Dumfries buildings. The arches are semi-circular and perhaps the most striking features of the bridge are the massive triangular cutwaters on both its upstream and downstream sides. Clearly after the loss the earlier bridge the designers of its replacement wanted to be sure it could stand up to anything that the temperamental River Nith could throw at it. Built into the south side of the west end of the bridge is Old Bridge House, now a museum.

In 1794 reclamation work on the eastern side of the river resulted in its narrowing and in the creation of what is now Whitesands. The eastern three arches of Devorgilla Bridge were deemed no longer necessary and removed, leaving access from that end via a flight of 12 steps, and a bridge that now spanned a distance of 163ft. This was possible because 1794 also saw the building of the New Bridge or Buccleuch Bridge a little to the north of Devorgilla Bridge, which removed the need for the old bridge to carry wheeled traffic. Devorgilla Bridge continued to carry pedestrian traffic, and still does so today.

Since 1925 Dumfries has also had a second road bridge, St Michael's Bridge, over the Nith a little under half a mile south east of Devorgilla Bridge, while a second pedestrian bridge, the rather fine Nith Suspension Bridge, was erected in 1875. Given the propensity of the River Nith for frequent and sometimes violent flooding, the main surprise is that the bridges that cross it at Dumfries have survived so well.

Dumfries Museum and Camera Obscura
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Dumfries Museum and Camera Obscura stands on the highest point in Maxwelltown, the once separate settlement that looks east across the River Nith to Dumfries. Parking in the area is a little tight, and the museum is best reached following good signposts on foot having parked either in Dumfries itself, or near the Robert Burns Centre or Old Bridge House Museum on the west bank of the river. Disabled parking is available at the museum.

Dumfries Museum was first built on this site in 1862, though what you see externally today owes much more to a large extension built in 1981. It is attached to the tower of a windmill built in 1798. Facing competition from nearby watermills on the River Nith the windmill was never a commercial success, and in 1836 it was taken over by Walter Newall and converted into an observatory and camera obscura intended to allow observations to be taken of the night sky in general, and Halley's Comet in particular.

Perhaps because it is a little removed from the centre of Dumfries itself and from the River Nith, it is all too easy to overlook Dumfries Museum and Camera Obscura. To do so is a shame, because what you find is a truly excellent museum covering all aspects of Dumfries and Galloway, plus the added bonus of a working camera obscura. Entrance to the museum is free, while a small charge is made for admission to the camera obscura. This operates during the summer half of the year, though not when it is raining in order to protect the mechanism.

The grounds and gardens of the museum are themselves home to a number of interesting exhibits, including Covenanters' gravestones and a Russian cannon captured during the Crimean War. More striking, perhaps, is the Sinclair Memorial. This was erected in 1841 in memory of John Sinclair, an assistant naval surgeon who died (in a "mournful accident") in Hampshire on 26 October 1840. The day before his death he had won life size statues of Old Mortality and his pony in a lottery, and after his death they were presented to the observatory and placed in the building that still houses them today.

The museum itself offers a large oblong gallery at ground level, while at the upper level is a balcony running around the lower gallery plus a series of further galleries. Meanwhile, the five floors of the windmill provide a surprisingly large series of vertically stacked galleries. The museum has a number of what might be called star exhibits. Two of these are obvious as soon as you walk in through the main entrance and approach the reception desk: bicycles made by Kirkpatrick Macmillan, the local man credited by many as being the inventor of the rear-wheel driven bicycle in 1839.

The main ground floor gallery is a treasure trove of Dumfries and Galloway's archaeology, geology and natural history. Lighting and presentation are excellent and there are some wonderful things here: though not always the most obvious. We were especially taken by a recreation of a kist burial, a form of burial in which a folded body is placed in a stone lined container in the ground. It is common to see the remains of kists on archaeological sites, but until we saw this exhibit it was very difficult to visualise how it actually worked in practice. This gallery is also home to a cast of the skull of Robert the Bruce, made from the original unearthed in Dunfermline Abbey in 1818, plus other bone fragments believed to belong to Robert the Bruce.

The balcony around the upper gallery is home to the museum's collections of textiles, and to a particularly striking collection of maps of the area produced at different times. The main galleries at the upper level are given over to local history, and include a spectacular display of the work of local silversmiths.

The great thing about a museum like this is that everyone will have their own favourite subjects and exhibits. For us the real star of the museum itself was the gallery on the lowest floor of the windmill. This is very easy to overlook as it is reached by a set of steps down from the gallery above, and is home to a truly magnificent collection of carved stones. These range from Roman altar stones and carved Roman heads through Pictish symbol stones and early Christian stones carrying various forms of carved crosses. The stones are nicely displayed and the information available sets them beautifully in context. You will find collections of Pictish and early Christian stones in many parts of Scotland: the Roman collection in the museum, though in some ways less individually spectacular than the other stones on view, is truly outstanding.

The upper levels of the windmill are reached by a spiral staircase that wraps, slightly vertiginously, around a ship's mast that is not quite straight and true. The main floor is home to a series of exhibits entitled "life on the land" about farming in Dumfries and Galloway, and to exhibits looking at the production of butter and cheese from milk. The next floor is given over to displays of local wood and metal crafts.

The penultimate level of the windmill tells the story of the creation of the observatory and the camera obscura by Walter Newall and the Dumfries and Maxwelltown Astronomical Society. Newall enlarged the upper floor windows and built platforms to allow the positioning of telescopes that gave views of the night sky in any direction. This was a time before light pollution was an issue.

He also built what is arguably the museum's crowning glory, the camera obscura. Demonstrations are given by members of the museum's staff, and visitors continue up the spiral staircase of the windmill to an upper level lit only be artificial light and by what enters through a circular hole in the centre of the ceiling. Within the chamber is a circular white table. With the light out, the camera obscura is operated by pulling on ropes dangling into the chamber which rotate the view and zoom the image. Because the windmill stands on the highest local point, the view is superb in every direction, though especially good of the bridges over the River Nith and of Dumfries itself. Focus is achieved by raising or lowering the table.

In an age in which we all view moving colour images of reality on a daily basis it is easy to become a little "so what" about the idea of a purely mechanical contrivance which uses a lens and mirror to project an image of the surrounding area down onto a circular table. The truth is that even to modern eyes the effect this creates is startling and slightly magical, and it is hard to imagine just how remarkable this must have looked to its first visitors, in an age before any form of photography (still less TV) had been invented.

Robert Burns House, Mausoleum and Centre
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Burns  House

Robert Burns House stands on what is now known as Burns Street on the south eastern side of the centre of Dumfries. It is only a couple of hundred yards away from another essential stopping off point on any Burns pilgrimage to Dumfries, his mausoleum in St Michael' Churchyard: and from the gates of the churchyard it is possible to see the large black arrow on the white gable end of the house opposite, pointing the way to Burns House.

This is the house in which Robert Burns died on 21 July 1796, three days after returning from seeking a cure for his illness at Brow Well. Today it serves as a shrine to Robert Burns and his work, nicely complementing the exhibits on view in the town's Robert Burns Centre. Visitors to the house should also look out for the statue of Jean Armour and one of their children, erected in 2004 on a site between the house and the churchyard in which the Burns Mausoleum stands, and the small memorial garden on the opposite side of the street from the house.

Robert Burns and his family moved into this two storey house in what was then called Mill Street in May 1793. It may not seem large to modern eyes for a growing family, but it was considerably less cramped than their previous accommodation in the town, in a two roomed upstairs flat in Bank Street. Robert and Jean must have been especially attracted by the idea of a parlour in which they could entertain guests, and the scope for a small study in which Burns could write. They rented the house from their landlord, Captain John Hamilton, who had also rented them the flat in Bank Street, for £8 per year.
Burns' death left Jean Armour as a 31 year old widow with six children to bring up on her own: five surviving sons of her own plus her adopted daughter Elizabeth, the illegitimate daughter of Robert Burns and Anna Park. Burns' many friends and fans quickly rallied round, though not always with very helpful offers. One benefactor offered to provide an education for the children, on condition Jean move to Ayr. Meanwhile, relatives offered to look after some of the boys in a way that would have split the family up. More helpful offers allowed Jean to continue to live in the house rent free, and ensured the children received a good education in Dumfries.

Jean seems to have been determined to keep her family together at their home in Mill Street, and to open it up as a memorial to Robert. As a result a steady stream of visitors called by. On 18 August 1803 the poets Samuel Taylor Coleridge and William Wordsworth visited, an event recorded by Wordsworth's sister Dorothy in her Recollections of a Tour Made in Scotland 1803. Jean Armour was away at the time, staying at the seaside with her children following the death of her 13 year old son Wallace, but a maid showed the visitors around the house. Other notable visitors included John Keats in 1818 and American author Nathaniel Hawthorn in the 1850s.

Jean Armour continued to live in the house on what had been renamed as Burns Street until her death in 1834, when she was buried besides Burns in the mausoleum completed in 1817. The house was brought by one of Burns' sons, Colonel William Nichol Burns, in 1851, but despite the railways bringing an every increasing stream of Burns enthusiasts to Dumfries, the condition of the house deteriorated over the following decades. As a result it played no part in events commemorating the centenary of Burns' death in 1896.

In 1903 Dumfries Town Council took over the house, repaired it, and opened it to the public under the care of an elderly couple who took up residence, one of whom was Robert Burn's granddaughter. Further improvements were made during the 1930s when the house was owned by Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary. During this time the whole house was opened to the public for the first time, complete with furniture of the sort that would have been here in Burns' day. The hospital found it had more pressing priorities during the war and in 1944 the house was again taken over by Dumfries Town Council. It has been in the care of the local authority ever since.

Burns Centre

The Robert Burns Centre stands on the west bank of the River Nith directly opposite the heart of the town of Dumfries. It is most easily reached on foot by crossing Devorgilla Bridge, the stone bridge named after Lady Devorgilla, the mother of King John Balliol, and built in 1432. Now used only by pedestrians, it is one of Scotland's oldest standing bridges. For those wishing to drive, parking is available close to the centre.

Robert Burns lived from 25 January 1759 to 21 July 1796. He is regarded as Scotland's national poet: an icon who has loomed large in Scottish culture and consciousness ever since his death at the early age of 37. Robert Burns' birthday, 25 January, is celebrated across the globe as Burns' Clubs gather at Burns' Suppers on Burns' Night and proclaim his Address to a Haggis before eating haggis.

As a result, 25 January is generally regarded to be the second most celebrated birthday worldwide. Now that's fame!

In 1789 Burns moved to Dumfries to take up a post as an Excise Officer. He died of rheumatic fever seven years later, at the same time as his wife was giving birth to their ninth child. The Robert Burns Centre celebrates the time he spent in Dumfries. It is one of a number of places associated with Burn in the town: others incude Robert Burns House and Robert Burns Mausoleum.

As well as an excellent audio-visual presentation, the Robert Burns Centre gives visitors a chance to view a fascinating range of objects associated with Burns and his time in Dumfries. These include some of his original manuscripts and the books in which his works were collected; a number of his possessions; and a taste of the huge variety of objects that have come to be associated with the commemoration of Robert Burns over the years. Coupled with clear and well presented interpretation and information panels about particular aspects of his life or places he lived, a visit really is a must for anyone with even a passing interest in Robert Burns.

The centre also very successfully evokes a sense of the Dumfries in which Burns lived. A large display case houses a scale model of the whole town of Dumfries as it was in 1790. This has been beautifully put together and is worth the walk from the town centre on its own.

Also on view is information about the Old Town Mill in which the centre is housed. This was built in 1781 by Andrew Meikle to replace an earlier mill which burned down on the night of 30 October 1780. It is very fitting that the centre should be housed in a building that would have been seen across the river, and doubtless visited, by Robert Burns.

Admission to the centre itself is free. There is a small charge for the audio-visual presentation. This takes place in the centre's cinema, which when the centre is closed moonlights as the Robert Burns Centre Film Theatre, an arthouse cinema serving Dumfries.

Burns Mausoleum

Robert Burns Mausoleum stands at the eastern end of the churchyard of St Michael's Church, whose red spire dominates the south east side of Dumfries and makes finding the mausoleum relatively easy if you know what to look out for. Having found the churchyard you pass by the south side of the church and soon come into sight of the mausoleum. There is no mistaking it: in a churchyard populated almost entirely with large monuments made of red stone, its white structure and dome stands out strikingly.

Robert Burns lived from 25 January 1759 to 21 July 1796. He is regarded as Scotland's national poet: an icon who has loomed large in Scottish culture and consciousness ever since his death at the early age of 37. In 1789 Burns moved to Dumfries to take up a post as an Excise Officer. He died of rheumatic fever seven years later, at the same time as his wife Jean Armour was giving birth to their ninth child.

Robert Burns was initially buried in the north east corner of St Michael's Churchyard, but before long his growing army of devoted fans began to feel that his existing grave was insufficient recognition for his genius. A circular was published on 29 November 1813 calling for the public to subscribe to the cost of a mausoleum. 18 local worthies attended a meeting in the George Inn in Dumfries held on 16 December 

Amongst those who took a leading part in the fund raising campaign was Sir Walter Scott. Money flowed in from all over Great Britain and from as far afield as India and America. By spring 1815 enough funding was in place for the work, based on a design by Thomas Hunt of London, to be put out to tender. The contract was won by a local stonemason, John Milligan, with a tender of £331.8s.6d. The first stone was laid on 5 June 1815, in a less crowded part of the churchyard than where Burns had initially been buried.

The construction of the mausoleum ran into a number of problems caused by Milligan's failure to comply with the specifications or take directions from the committee supervising the work. It was only in September 1817 that the mausoleum was complete and the monument installed within it. The actually monument within the mausoleum was the work of Peter Turnerelli, an Irish-Italian sculptor working in London. The statue on the wall shows the Muse Coila hovering above the figure of Robert Burns who is standing by his plough.

A midnight on 19 September 1817, Burns' remains were disinterred from his original burial place, along with those of two of his sons, who had died at the ages of 9 and 2. While the children's coffins were intact, Burns' coffin was in a poor state, revealing the remains of the body within it, which then itself disintegrated when moved. The remains of Robert Burns and his two sons were then reinterred under the floor of the new mausoleum. His wife Jean Armour was buried in the mausoleum on her death in 26 March 1834, as was his son Robert, who died on 14 May 1857. In 1946, the 150th anniversary of Burns' death was marked by the recarving of the grave slab within the mausoleum, and by the insertion of memorials to other members of the family buried here.

When it was originally completed, the mausoleum was externally unadorned, with its finish coming from the red sandstone it, like everything else hereabouts, is made from: and it probably looked better for it. It was painted blue and white in the 1880s, apparently in an attempt to protect it from atmospheric pollution, and has since been painted plain white. The statues were extensively restored in the 1930s.


Greyfriars Church & I Mak Siccar plaque 
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Before becoming King of Scots, Robert the Bruce slew his rival the Red Comyn at Greyfriars Kirk in the town on 10 February 1306. His uncertainty about the fatality of his stabbing caused one of his followers, Roger de Kirkpatrick, to utter the famous, "I mak siccar" ("I make sure") and finish the Comyn off. Bruce was subsequently excommunicated as a result, less for the murder than for its location. Regardless, for Bruce the die was cast at the moment in Greyfriars and so began his campaign by force for the independence of Scotland. Swords were drawn by supporters of both sides, the burial ground of the Monastery becoming the theatre of battle

Sir Roger de Kirkpatrick of Closeburn (fl. 14th century) was a Scottish gentleman, a 3rd cousin and associate of Robert the Bruce, and a 1st cousin of Sir William Wallace. He was born circa 1280 at the Kirkpatrick stronghold of Closeburn Castle.

Kirkpatrick was appointed one of the deputy justiciars of Scotland, given responsibility for Galloway in partnership with the English justiciar Walter de Burghdon. This appointment is recorded in the Ordinances of 1305, by which Edward I attempted to order the administration of a Scotland reduced to the status of a 'land' instead of a realm. An ally of Robert Bruce, Kirkpatrick was present in the Chapel of Greyfriars Monastery in Dumfries on 10 February 1306 when Bruce quarreled with John "the Red" Comyn and killed him.

The exact sequence of events is disputed by historians but some traditions suggest that Bruce proposed that he and Comyn unite against Edward I, a plan which Comyn subsequently betrayed to the English king, a betrayal which led to the conflict at Dumfries and Comyn's death. Kirkpatrick's actions are well-known but attested to be a tale (according to Geoffrey Barrow). Bruce, having wounded Comyn with his dagger, rushed from the church and encountered his attendants outside. Bruce told them what had happened and said, "I must be off, for I doubt I have slain the Red Comyn," "Doubt?" Kirkpatrick of Closeburn answered, "I mak sikker," ("I'll make sure," or "I make sure") and rushing into the church, finishing Comyn.

Kirkpatrick and Bruce were chased three nights by Comyn's followers but were never caught. Less than seven weeks after the killing in Dumfries, Bruce was crowned King of Scotland; he granted his own arms to Kirkpatrick. Upon the escutcheon he also placed three pillows to denote the three nights they slept in the woods while fleeing. "I mak sikker" became the family motto.



